Using real tra c data, we show that neural network-based prediction techniques can be used to predict the queuing behaviour of highly bursty tra cs typical of LAN interconnection in a way accurate enough so as to allow dynamical renegotiation of a DBR tra c contract at the edge of an ATM network.
Introduction
In order to realize its promises as the B-ISDN transfer mode, ATM has to ful ll two con icting requirements, namely \Bandwidth on Demand" and \Guaranteed Quality of Service (QoS)", for various types of tra c. This is particularly challenging in the case of variable bit rate (V BR) tra cs, such as compressed video or LAN interconnection, where the behaviour of the sources is not well-de ned in terms of bandwidth requirements.
In order to ful ll the \Guaranteed QoS" requirement, tra cs should not be allowed to access the network without control, and such a control (tra c policing) is speci ed in terms of continuous state leaky buckets (also known as generic cell rate algorithm or virtual scheduling algorithm) at the network edges 1, 11] . This implementation supposes a tra c contract between the source and the network which de nes the behaviour of the source in terms of mean cell inter-arrival time and cell delay variation tolerance. The enforcement of this tra c contract at the User-Network Interface (UNI) protects the network against bursts of uncontrolled length and intensity and such a tra c characterization allows to reserve necessary resources inside the network so as to guarantee the required QoS. Various schemes can be used to reserve those necessary resources and one of them, namely the Deterministic Bit Rate (DBR) tra c handling capability, will be studied below. In the following, we shall be concerned with a restrictive de nition of the quality of service in terms of cell loss mainly as we only address the problem of data tra c.
The \Bandwidth on Demand" requirement can then be implemented by renegotiating (periodically or upon request from the source) the tra c contract and using, for instance, a Fast now at INRS-telecommunications, 16 place du Commerce, Ile-des-Soeurs (QC) CANADA, H3E 1H6. y whom correspondance should be addressed Reservation Protocol (FRP) 2]. However fast they can be, resource reservation protocols cannot be based on the instantaneous characteristics of the tra c to be carried: reservation of the resources involves a latency of the order of the network round trip time at least and, moreover, the operation of these protocols should not overload the network in terms of processing time. This points out the need for the source to be able to e ciently predict its tra c descriptor over a typical inter-negotiation period.
Although this access control scheme based on both resource reservation and enforcement of the declared tra c descriptors allows an e cient use of the network resources, it may be quite di cult to implement from a source point of view, specially in the case of very bursty tra cs as is the case for LAN interconnection: such bursty sources cannot e ciently negotiate their tra c contract for the next period without being able to accurately predict their own behaviour during this period. Such a prediction capability is indeed an essential requirement to the realization of ATM promises.
Although predicting tra c with neural networks has been advocated for compressed video 5], we are not aware of such a study for data tra cs or for the time-scales considered below. In this contribution, we shall show, using real bursty tra c data, that such a prediction of the queuing behaviour of such tra cs is indeed possible with neural networks.
This may seem in disagreement with the conclusions of recent studies of LAN and WAN tra c which have evidenced the wide intensity variations and long term correlations existing in such tra cs 14, 16] . It should be recalled that we are not in any way trying to predict the behaviour of the tra c itself, but we rather try to predict the extreme behaviour of a queue driven by the tra c so as to de ne an appropriate tra c descriptor in the ATM framework for the next period. In this respect, while leaving the question of modeling data tra c open, this study aims at giving a pragmatic answer to the problem of \ tting" such tra c into the rather rigid requirements of tra c policing at the edge of an ATM network.
The framework of this study is summed up in Figure 1 : a pair of LANs is interconnected through a pair of VCs inside an ATM WAN; note that individual sources belonging to a LAN are multiplexed at the VC level. The prediction function is implemented on this multiplexed tra c, at the ingress of the ATM-WAN only (on the LAN side of the UNI) and is used to periodically renegotiate the usage parameters of the outgoing VC with the CAC (Call Acceptance Control). The conformance of the tra c to the negotiated usage parameters is enforced on the WAN side of the UNI by the UPC (Usage Parameter Control). In this study we shall not address the problem of the in uence of rejected renegotiations at the CAC level (i.e. we assume that predicted usage parameters are always accepted by the CAC) and con ne ourselves to the prediction problem.
We note here that the usefulness of tra c prediction is not restricted at the UNI as described above; as a matter of fact, renegotiation of resources, either using signalling protocols or in band reservation schemes is also performed at other interfaces (typically NNIs), so that tra c prediction, if indeed e cient, could be implemented ubiquitously in ATM networks.
The paper is organized as follows: after a presentation of the DBR tra c handling capability, we shall shortly discuss the possible bene ts of periodically renegotiating the resources needed in the case of a bursty tra c; we shall then present the connectionist models for time series prediction, describe our predictor implementation and discuss the results.
Ressource Allocation Overview
Among the various ways of allocating resources in an ATM network while protecting the QoS de ned by the ITU-T (DBR, SBR, ABR, ABT, see 15, 11] for more details), we shall concentrate on DBR (Deterministic Bit Rate) and on the implementation of in-service parameter renegotiation for this capability.
Description of the DBR Capability
Hereafter, we brie y describe the DBR ATM layer tra c handling capability as currently standardized 11], that is without in-service renegotiation of the parameters.
For this capability, the source simply declares a peak cell rate (PCR) and a cell delay variation tolerance ( pcr ) for the duration of the call, and reservation will be attempted on the basis of P CR.
The algorithmic de nition of the peak cell rate is related to a virtual queue: the actual rate of a source is considered to be below the negotiated P CR as long as the bu er level of a (virtual) queue that is emptied at P CR is below a threshold L max which is related to the negotiated cell delay variation (CDV ) tolerance pcr by L max = P CR pcr This de nition is summed up in Figure 2 . The algorithm used at the UPC so as to enforce the conformity of the incoming tra c to the tra c descriptor is known as the generic cell rate algorithm (GCRA).
In-Service Renegotiation
Obviously, it may be quite di cult to set the parameters de ned above for the duration of the call, specially in the case of data tra c.
In this contribution, we propose to take advantage of the prediction ability of neural networks to renegotiate these parameters during the call (in-service renegotiation), so as to follow more closely the needs of the tra c. It should be noted that this renegotiation will not be performed in band, as in the ABT-IT capability, but will involve signalling automata as being currently standardized at the ITU-T 17].
We shall only consider periodic renegotiation of the parameters: instead of negotiating the parameter P CR for the duration of the call, negotiation will be carried for the next period under the assumption that pcr is xed.
Hereafter, we shall use for the peak cell rate the minimum value satisfying the conditions imposed by the GCRA, hence requiring the maximum precision from our predictor. In a real situation, some kind of safety margin might be allowed of course but, even under this most stringent requirement, we shall see that our predictor behaves very well since the notion of safety margin can be included in the construction of the predictor.
We present below the tra c trace which has been used for this study.
3 Description of the Tra c Traces
As explained below, in order to get reliable results about the prediction capabilities of neural networks, it is necessary to use large real traces. The traces we have used are made TCP tra c recorded at the Berkeley and CNET Lannion gateways to the Internet. The traces are recorded on a packet per packet basis, each packet being characterized by its arrival time and the amount of TCP data transferred. One should be careful when using tra c traces recorded on existing networks for studies of mechanisms to be implemented in future networks: obviously, using real tra c traces to design and test new congestion management mechanisms for instance may be misleading since the characteristics of the trace itself can be strongly dependent on already existing protocols (TCP in our trace, for instance). The present situation is di erent: the trace we use certainly includes inter-network TCP dynamics but as the application we are aiming at is mainly private networks interconnection by ATM links this is not a drawback since tra c originating from such networks (which often are inter-networks themselves) will also contain such dynamics, TCP/IP being likely to stay as the main protocol stack for the next future in the area of data communications.
The Berkeley trace, hereafter referred as the LBL-PKT3 trace, has been thoroughly studied by other groups 16, 20] and has been shown to exhibit a very high variability (the average rate of the trace is 0.35 Mb/s with peak rates up to 1.7 Mb/s even when the rates are averaged on a time window as large as 10 s) and strong long-range correlations or non-stationary behaviour (see 20] for a discussion of this issue).
The traces recorded at the CNET Lannion gateway exhibit similar characteristics and consist of 12 hours of TCP tra c.
Such traces should be representative of data tra c which ATM shall have to carry so as to support virtual private networks and \wide area LANs".
As intuitive from Figure 3 , the resources needed by the tra c wildly vary in time (even when averaged on a 10 s time scale), indicating potential resource savings if such variations can be predicted. We shall now turn to connectionist models for time series prediction.
Connectionist Models for Time Series Prediction
Let a given one-variable time series be represented by the N values fx 1 , x 2 , , x N g. Prediction then consists to nd the future values fx N+1 , x N+2 , g. Takens 19] has shown that if the series is obtained from a deterministic dynamical system, there exists a scalar d (which is called the embedding dimension), a scalar (which is an arbitrary delay) and a function f such that for every t > d :
x t = f (x t? ; x t?2 ; ; x t?d )
The prediction problem consists, given the rst N values of a time series, to nd the appropriate d, and f . Of course one usually cannot be sure that a given series is deterministic. Actually, statistical methods do exist to verify if a series is deterministic and to nd d as well as but they require the size of the series to be on the order of 10 d which is rarely the case in practical problems. For the moment, let us assume that we know d and and that we want to nd f . This is where neural networks come in: it is a well known fact that they can be used as universal function approximators 10].
The time series is cut into three non-overlapping sets: a training set, a validation set and a test set. The training set is used to nd the weights of the neural network by minimizing a cost function using an iterative learning algorithm such as the backpropagation algorithm 18], the validation set is used to monitor the learning process (by cross-validation) and the test set is used to verify the real prediction performance of the network (that is, an estimated prediction error on future time series values).
In prediction problems, we train the network with past examples (thus, we minimize a training error) but we really want our network to perform well on future examples (thus, have a minimal generalization error). We use the validation set to estimate generalization error (note that the data in the validation set are not used to minimize the cost: minimization is only performed for the data in the training set). Training is stopped when the generalization error estimated on the validation set starts to increase (even if the training error is still decreasing), indicating that the training process begins to over-t the training set.
The best heuristics used to select are based on the hypothesis that two successive values of the input data vector must be the least related in order to maximize information. For instance, one can choose the rst zero of the autocorrelation function, or the rst minimum of the mutual information function. In both cases of course, must be as small as possible.
The neural networks used in this study are multilayer perceptrons with one hidden layer. The architecture of such multilayer perceptrons is de ned by the number of neurons in the input layer (i.e. the embedding dimension of the data) and in the hidden layer.
Many heuristics exist to determine these architectural parameters, but this is still a hard problem. We also use cross-validation to select the neural network architecture.
Predicting the tra c descriptor for the next period
We wish to implement a prediction-based renegotiation of the DBR contract. We are thus looking for a mapping with the following inputs: the current queue size, the current bit rate, some kind of information characterizing the past tra c, and which would give as output the P CR consistent with a given pcr (in this work, pcr is xed for the whole trace) and the future tra c on the next H seconds. This is not a simple prediction problem. In fact, the predictor should not only predict the future characterization of the tra c (this is the prediction part), but also deduce, for a given future tra c characterization and initial queue size, what would be the maximum queue size reached in the next period (this is the function approximation part). As it is known that neural networks are good for prediction and function approximation, they are good candidates to solve this problem.
The information which characterizes the past tra c and the learning strategies are key issues for this prediction problem. They are described below (see Section 8).
Framework of the experiments
The following parameters have been used in our simulations: leaky bucket dimensioning : pcr = 0.1 s (which is consistent with the fact that data transmission are only lightly sensitive to delays); we chose a value of 10s for the negotiation period. The various ATM layer tra c handling capabilities and signalling mechanisms being still under discussion inside the standardizing bodies, this gure, although reasonable, should only be considered as indicative. We note here that in a di erent context, a renegotiation period of 1s was estimated to allow as much as 40,000 calls 9]; therefore a value of 10 s should not stress the signalling mechanisms beyond their limits even for a large number of calls. Hence, in this experiment, P CR is predicted for the next 10 s period, and reservation is carried out on the basis of P CR only. Hereafter, we refer to this experiment as DBR-10s.
We would like to stress here that, as we are trying to predict the behaviour of a constrained extremum, the problem is all the more di cult as the prediction horizon increases. Therefore, a 10 s horizon represents a signi cant challenge.
The performance of the prediction machine is compared to the performance of an \oracle" who perfectly knows the future for the next negotiation period: the oracle does not attempt any \prediction" but simply calculates the parameters from the data of the next 10 s; it is used to test the performance of the predictor, and its performance itself is also interesting since it shows what can be expected from optimal renegotiation when applied to a real bursty tra c.
We shall rst use the oracle to show the bene ts brought by renegotiation; then we shall present the performance of our predictor for DBR using various learning strategies.
Oracle Results
We rst want to illustrate the importance of being able to dynamically negotiate the bandwidth in the case of a bursty tra c; Table 1 shows the resources in terms of bu er size needed if one aims, while not renegotiating the P CR, at getting the same performances than DBR-10s in terms of mean rate ( R mean xed, i.e. standard DBR case). Also given are the rates needed to get the same performances in terms of mean queue length (L mean xed) and maximum queue length (L max xed).
Obviously, an optimal dynamical negotiation of the bandwidth allows to save resources. We shall show below that, although not optimal, prediction-based dynamical negotiation is indeed possible and also allows to save resources.
Results for DBR-10s Using the Neural Network Predictor
In this section we present our results for di erent learning strategies and characterizations of the past tra c.
Resources needed using... when DBR-10s Standard DBR R mean = 0:9 Mb/s L max = 0:4 Mb L max = 23:1 Mb L mean = 0:09 Mb R mean = 0:9 Mb/s R mean = 5:5 Mb/s L max = 0:4 Mb R mean = 0:9 Mb/s R mean = 3:7 Mb/s Table 1 : Comparisons between the use of DBR-10s with an oracle and standard DBR (no renegotiation).
Analysis of the time series characterizing the tra c lead us to choose = 1 and, from cross-validation, we determined d = 20 but the precise value appeared not to be crucial (if large enough).
A rst \heavyweight" experiment
For a rst experiment, the characterization of the past tra c was chosen to be the tra c means and variances of the volume of data arriving in 0.1 s jumping windows, for the last 2 seconds.
Using LBL-PKT3, we thus generated 72000 points of a time series characterizing the tra c behaviour, which was cut into three equal and non-overlapping sets (training, validation and test). The test set corresponds to the last 40 minutes of the trace.
The learning strategy was the following: for each time frame of 10 seconds, we furthermore generated 9 ctive initial conditions (3 current queue sizes 3 current bit rates), which were chosen around the initial conditions obtained by the oracle for this time frame. We then computed for each situation, given we knew the future of the trace, the minimum bit rate consistent with pcr for the next time frame of 10 seconds. Hence, a sample is made of the current le length the current bit rate the 20 means and 20 variances characterizing the past tra c the target value of P CR which is used for the training of the neural network. This nally gave us a training set and a validation set of 216000 samples each. The results of this learning strategy were reported and discussed in 7] . As shown on Figure  4 , the reservation made by the neural network are consistent with the activity of the source, and the negotiated tra c contract is violated only once on the whole trace. See 7] for more details.
The main drawbacks of this approach are; 1. a very large learning set leading to very long trainings, 2. a di cult choice of the correct initial conditions to be generated: for the neural network used above, these initial conditions were chosen around the values obtained by the oracle, a choice which, post facto, did not appear so good since the NN-predictor tends to use systematically greater bit rates than the oracle (which is quite natural) and hence generates smaller queues, so that the system driven by the NN-predictor evolves in a part of the phase space signi cantly di erent from the part where it was taught (i.e. when the system is driven by the oracle), 3. a lack of \intuitive" control of the learning process: once the training and validation sets are generated, we have no control of what is happening. The main conclusion of this expriment is that a \blind and heavyweight" approach to our problem is indeed e ective; in the following we shall investigate learning strategies which avoid the above drawbacks, the main drawback being in our opnion the third one.
Inspecting the weights of the neural network, we also noticed that the variances we used to characterize the past tra c were given weights so small that they were virtually useless. Debit avec oracle et DBR-10s Debit avec predicteur et DBR-10s Figure 4 : Results of the \heavyweight" learning strategy for the LBL-PKT3 trace.The solid line shows the bit rate when the oracle is used; the dotted line shows the bit rate when our predictor is used.
\Lightweight" learning strategies 8.2.1 Characterization of the past tra c
Keeping the same neural network architecture, we modi ed the characterization of the past tra c so that the input layer now receives: the current le length, the current bit rate the quantity of data of the last 2 s agregated in 100 ms windows (20 values) the quantity of data of the last 20 s agregated in 1 s windows (20 values) It should be noticed that the characterization of the tra c we use does not require any ne-grained dynamical information (such as the interarrival times statistics for instance), but is only built of agregated quantity of data in xed size windows. As the windows are indeed large, such a characterization should be implementable rather easily, without requiring accurate time-stamping.
Basic learning algorithm
For the three learning strategies described below, the learning algorithm is made of four steps: the training set is read sequentially and for each new renegotiation period (period N + 1) we have The main di erence with the \heavyweight" learning strategy (Section 8.1) is that the initial conditions are now determined on the y from the dynamics of the system driven by the neural network. Hence we can more e ciently explore the part of the state space spanned by the system driven by the neural network, which should lead to faster training times.
Learning strategy 1: a simple-minded approach
As is usually done, we backpropagate the error ( ? eff ) 2 for every sample in the training set until the validation error starts increasing.
This stategy converges extremely fast (typically less than a hundred iterations on the whole training set; an iteration involves backpropagation on all samples of the training set).
The results of this approach are given on Figure 5 . The performance of the predictor is obviously quite poor in terms of renegotiation; however, it must be noted that the neural network shows excellent generalization properties: in particular, it does react to the burst of activity between 13:00 and 14:00, although this burst fully lies in the test set and no such level of activity occurs in the training or validation sets. (8 hours) is used as the test set. The dashed curve (upper curve) is the maximum le length predicted by the neural network, the solid line (middle curve) is the maximum le length predicted by the oracle; the dotted curve (bottom curve) is the e ective jitter tolerance eff obtained by the neural network ( eff > 0:1 s means a contract violation in the considered period).
Learning strategy 2: a conservative approach
For this strategy we try to get a conservative behaviour of the predictor by progressively specializing the learning process on the worst samples of the training set. The learning strategy can be described as follows:
until no error is made in the training set { run the simulation for the whole training and validation sets { backpropagate the error ( ? eff ) 2 for the worst sample in the training set (ie the largest eff ) for that run until no error is made in the validation set { lower to 0 { run the simulation for the whole training and validation sets { backpropagate the error ( 0 ? eff ) 2 for the worst sample in the training set (ie the largest eff ) for that run This strategy also converges extremely fast, typically less than a thousand iterations on the training set (note that an iteration involves only one backpropagation on the worst sample of the training set).
As can be seen from Figure 6 , the results in terms of renegotiation are more satisfactory; we get only two renegotiation errors, indicated by diamonds, on the whole test set (8 hours) and it is clear that specializing the learning process on the worst samples of the training set makes the neural network predictions conservative.
The drawback of this approach is that the learning process very fast gets specialized to only one sample of the training set; surprisingly, such a strong specialization does not lead to a very poor generalization of the network and this puzzling result is left for further research (we note here that a somewhat similar result was obtained in 3, 4] in a di erent context). 
Learning strategy 3: the best of both worlds
Despite its good results, we felt that Strategy 2 lead to a too sharp specialization of the training which could be detrimental to the generalization abilities of the neural network. We therefore investigated a new strategy which aims at combining the avantages of the two strategies above: apply strategy 1, then apply strategy 2 Hence, the neural network is taught the entire phase space before being made conservative by specializing on the worst samples of the training set.
As can seen from Figure 7 , we do get the best of both stategies 1 and 2 with this approach: the system is conservative as was the case for Strategy 2 and is more adaptive as was the case in Strategy 1.
The performances in terms of renegotiation are indeed excellent, as there is only one contract violation in the whole test set (8 hours). This burst can be considered as an example of a rare (hence, \unforeseenable") event which may lead to a tra c contract violation. Of course, the occurence of such an event is unavoidable when predictors are used to renegotiate the tra c contracts.
If the prediction was to be implemented by the network as a service to the sources, the unavoidable occurence of such events means that these tra c contracts fall into the category of \predictive services": no \hardcore" QoS guarantees are possible (whatever the technique, prediction is indeed a risky business !), but the QoS should be \almost always" as required by the source 13].
If the prediction was to be implemented by the source itself, the network only guarantees the QoS corresponding to the renegotiated contract and any violation of this contract is of the sole source responsability. For the sake of completeness, Figure 8 shows the results of Strategy 3 when applied to the LBL-PKT3 trace collected at Berkeley. There are no renegotiation errors on the whole test set (last hour of the trace).
Another experiment with Strategy 3
In order to test the long-term validity of our predictor, we ran another experiment; we kept the network as it was taught above (i.e. training was performed on a trace collected on the 18 th June 1996) and used it as a pure predictor on a trace collected two days later (i.e. on the 20 th June 1996). The results are reported on Figure 9 , and we obtain excellent results, with no renegotiation error on the whole trace (12 hours).
Such a result shows that the characteristics captured in the neural network predictor by our training strategy are not strongly dependent on the trace it was taught and are still valid on timescales of days. This, combined with our fast training process and the simple measurements required for the training make the neural network approach to tra c descriptor prediction a perfectly viable technique 1 .
Discussion
Also given in the top line of the above gures are mean bit rates (in Mb/s) characterizing various aspects of the experiments: mean rate is the mean bit rate of the tra c; mean oracle is the mean bit rate reserved by the oracle for DBR-10s; 1 There is no \magic" involved in this however ! We also tried this predictor on the LBL-PKT3 trace and, although the adaptivity was surprisingly good, we got very poor results in terms of renegotiation. static DBR is the minimum bit rate reserved for the whole trace in the case of a standard static DBR; mean NN DBR is the mean rate reserved by the neural network predictor for DBR-10s.
Comparison with the oracle
It is clear that the reservation made by the neural network predictor is much larger than the reservation made by the oracle. This is easily interpreted since the neural network indeed tries to predict the worst future behaviour of the queue from the characterization of the past tra c and all the behaviours it has seen during the learning phase; the oracle knows perfectly the future, so that it makes its reservation on the basis of only one particular instanciation of the future behaviour of the queue, which is not necessarily a worst case instanciation.
Hence, the quantitative comparison between the oracle and the predictor is not very informative. The main comparison should be a qualitative one as we already discussed: the oracle is closely taylored to the needs of the source and, at least for our Strategy 3, the comparison between the behaviours of the reservation of the oracle and of the neural network predictor shows that the neural network predictor indeed follows the big features of the activity of the source with some kind of safety margin.
Comparison between DBR-10s and static DBR
A better quantitative information can be drawn from the comparison between the mean reservation made by the neural network predictor and the reservation of the best static DBR contract.
From Figure 9 it can be seen that the mean DBR rate renegotiated by the neural network predictor (1.48 Mb/s) is smaller than the best static DBR contract (1.67 Mb/s) which could be negotiated for the whole trace (note that in order to negotiate such a contract you need to know the whole trace beforehand whereas our predictor has never seen this trace during its training process !).
This indeed shows that neural network-based tra c contract renegotiation allows to save bandwidth while maintaining the quality of service.
Future work
Although excellent results have been obtained, our neural network is far from being optimal. In particular, it can be seen that the neural network does not seem to adapt correctly its behaviour in low activity parts of the trace (see the CNET results in the 18:00-20:00 range). We are planning to use more sophisticated neural network architectures recently developped for pattern recognition 12, 8] in order to solve this problem.
We are also currently extending this study to other tra c traces from di erent origins and to di erent sets of parameters. We also plan to extend this work to the SBR tra c handling capacity.
This presentation was restricted to the ATM context but, as the Internet evolves towards an Integrated Service Packet Network (ISPN) 6], it has also de ned \tra c descriptors" based on leaky buckets which are used for the resource reservation in the network. Therefore the techniques developped here can also nd applications in the Internet ISPN context. This may be even more natural since the in-service renegotiation capability is included in the signalling protocol RSVP 21].
Conclusion
In this contribution, we have shown that the use of neural networks indeed allows accurate predictions of the extremal behaviour of a queue driven by a real tra c trace; we presented fast and intuitively simple learning algorithms for this di cult problem and successfully applied them to the dynamic resource reservation in an ATM network with a prediction horizon as large as 10 s.
It has been shown that taking advantage of this prediction capability to periodically renegotiate the parameters of ATM layer tra c handling capabilities was bene tial in terms of reserved resources.
Such results are extremely encouraging for the use of connectionist prediction techniques for the management of a bursty tra c in B-ISDN networks.
